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Encased – Urged to life 
 
Art supports the best that man is capable of  – faith, love, beauty, reverence or what is dreamt of or hoped for. If 
a non-swimmer plunges into the water, his body, not he himself, starts to make instinctive movements to save 
him. Art also is something like a human body thrown into the water – it exists as an instinct that does not let 
mankind drown in a spiritual sense. 
Andrei Tarkovsky, Die versiegelte Zeit (translated) 
 
 
Quirin Bäumler produces drawings and sculptures. Both media exist and develop parallel and independent from 
each other – as individual strands with all their autonomy. Despite of this essential difference there are 
underlying correspondences, similarities and connections between the two separate modes of expression. 
            The drawings at first glance appear in a diverse and multiform way, and can be perceived as a 
spontaneous and instant outflow. Considered as immediate, sometimes volatile or even seemingly incidental 
notations, they are realized by means that were at hand: pencil, ball or ink pen, executed on different sorts of 
paper, some of them of various age. Comparably diverse are the ways of execution that oscillate between an 
emphatic weave, a self-assuring outline and a fragile, even timid expression. 
            What Quirin Bäumler is drawing and depicts is not abstract, is not a document of any ostensible interest 
in formal structures, like geometrical, dense or minimalist statements, but is aiming at  
something substantial and intrinsic. The drawings manifest themselves as spontaneous and immediate images. 
Lines seem to pop up out of some un- or pre-consciousness or a nonbeing, as a sudden projection, that 
immediately builds out something anthropomorphic and creature-like. Out of succinct, interrupted strokes the 
spread wings of a bird emerge, in a kind of psychic automatism. Creatures – human beings and animals – appear 
on the image surface, manifest themselves, urge into existence. This urging, the ´drama´ of life and the state of 
development of beings, combined with questions or possibilities of growth, seems to be a, if not the 
fundamental subject in Quirin Bäumlers art, that is present in his drawings as well as in the sculptural work.  
            Another central motive that appears in the drawings is the topic of contact, the encounter; it is the single, 
the individual, where something second is added to: his supplement, his completion, or even his questioning in 
the form of communing or doubling, as his counterpart or his threat. The human being in his hubris is shown as a 
tragic Narcissus who mirrors himself by the dynamics of an invisible ascending diagonal as an animal; a creature 
is exposed that admits respectfully or capitulating his animal nature; the human (man) who threatens the other 
(woman) in his urge of coupling or an alleged unification; the dependent child that with a conflicting expression, 
with at the same time loving and fearfully widened eyes contacts someone else (his mother); the bird that 
approaches a geometrically simplified human being-surrogate in an explicit threat. 
            In the course of the great and nearly contradictory tension or range between contact, encounter, menace 
and collision the fragmentary, merely indicated, disparate and abysmal appears. Oppressive to grotesque human-
being-animal-metamorphoses are taking place. It is a context where elements and spolia of the different 
languages of modernism appear as fragments: cubic and cubist conglomerates, surreal lengthenings and 
liquefactions, Paul Klees or Alfred Kubins ludicrous gaze at the bent and headless human is hinted, Wilhelm 
Lehmbrucks existential studies on the anonymous, paradigmatic being-thrown-into-the-world of the alleged 
crown of creation flare up – though not as postmodern, distant, ironic quotations or even stylistic bonds, but as 
reminiscences and memories of the collective subconscious, chaotic formal repertoire of the 20th Century; a to a 
large extent solipsistic style-exegesis, that was not able to deliver much news concerning the dealing or even the 
coping with the tragic conflict of the human race. 
            A desperate if not at all hopeless situation of man, that inter alia results in the tension between his 
enormous possibilities and the fact of being trapped in himself, can be felt also in Quirin Bäumlers sculptures. 
Their white, colorless, neutralized, but at the same time concrete and  
naturalistic forms appear from the obscure and unclear, they are virtually drawn out of a nothingness. The artist 
models his figurations not (as usual) as a positive, but as a negative form by carefully hollowing out blocks of 



material. The molding brings the positive form to light, leaving the negative form behind. 
            Similar to the drawings, where the creatureness serves noticeable as a guideline, the sculptures not only 
show the actual, but the metaphorical “naked” emerging and emerged life. They are virtually exemplified birth 
processes that release the view on the growing seed, the young crop, the organic growing up to lifelike creatures 
as fishes, birds, owls, who spread their wings confirming their being. Also humans appear – as reduced, 
seemingly androgynous, anthropomorphic living things, depicted in a childlike innocence, whose own existence 
still needs to be proven. 
            Bäumlers figurations still drag the “slag” of their formation with them, they are not peeled from the egg, 
but rather raw and undressed, still partly wrapped with placenta, not yet fully split off  
material, a kind of primeval stuff. The sculptured beings spring from and at the same time exemplify a peculiar 
field of energy with their open, urged to life, but also encased, wrapped, shut off and encapsulated forms. These 
contrarily movements refer to the contractions of the emerging and growing. Inside and outside, arising and 
disappearing, statement and withdrawal are connected to and related with each other, are nested, seem to be 
mirror-related to each other and in this way aim to clarify the logic of creation, that is determined by a puzzling 
coincidence of opposed energies and forms of existence. 
            Quirin Bäumler invokes and conjures the forces that are pulling man down or lifting him up. With his 
creations the artist refers in a direct and un-mannered way to the necessity of rising, a central motive of 
incarnation, of being human. Bäumlers sculptures and drawings embody both – a nearly contradictory and at 
times seemingly grotesque carefree tragic and desperation in the face of weakness, failing and existential 
forlornness, but at the same time the potency and possibility of development. 
 
 
Thomas Groetz 
 
 
Taken from: „Quirin Bäumler. Lost Form“, Polansky Gallery, Prague 2013 


